
Судостроитель: CUSTOM

Год постройки: 2009

Модель: Катамаран

Цена: ЦЕНА ЯХТЫ ПО ЗАПРОСУ

Местонахождение: United States

Длина общая: 82' 0" (24.99m)

Ширина: 36' 0" (10.97m)

Мин. осадка: 5' 0" (1.52m)

Крейс. скорость: 10 Kts. (12 MPH)

Макс. скорость: 20 Kts. (23 MPH)

BONEFISH — CUSTOM

Купить BONEFISH — CUSTOM а также выбрать подходящую вам яхту из нашего каталога яхт вам поможет опытный яхтенный
брокер Андрей Шестаков. На сегодняшний день компания Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc. имеет большое количество яхт в собственном
списке продаж, а также тесно сотрудничает со всеми крупными яхтенными производителями по всему миру.

Для того чтобы купить яхту BONEFISH — CUSTOM а также проконсультироваться по любому вопросу связанному с покупкой,
продажей, чартером яхт позвоните по телефону +7(918)465-66-44.

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/boat/custom/catamaran/bonefish/2009/106558/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/builder/custom/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/boat/custom/catamaran/bonefish/2009/106558/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/builder/custom/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/boat/custom/catamaran/bonefish/2009/106558/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/popular-yacht/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/yachts-for-sale/boat/custom/catamaran/bonefish/2009/106558/
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ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ

Обзор

CANNOT BE OFFERED FOR SALE TO US RESIDENTS WHILE IN US WATERS Built by
New Zealand skilled craftsmen, "Bonefish" is an extremely strong, fuel efficient vessel
constructed to very high structural standards of Det Norske Veritas Rules for High Speed
and Light Craft Classification 1A1 HSLC RO YACHT. Complete structural engineering was
accomplished by High Modulus New Zealand Ltd., a world-recognized leader in composite
design. Even a cursory inspection reveals not only meticulous attention to detail, but that
of a vessel readily adaptable to a variety of purposes, from private exploratory cruising to
commercial operations. 3-16-2015:

NEW BOTTOM PAINT ON BONEFISH COMPLETED 3-12-2015

Тип судна: Катамаран Модельный год: 2009

Год постройки: 2009 Страна: United States

Основная информация

Длина общая: 82' 0" (24.99m) Ширина: 36' 0" (10.97m)

Мин. осадка: 5' 0" (1.52m) Трапы: 35' 0" (10.67m)

Размеры
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Крейс. скорость: 10 Kts. (12 MPH) Крейсерская скорость поворота: 1450
Kts.

Дальность на крейсерской скорости:
4000

Макс. скорость: 20 Kts. (23 MPH)

Макс. скорость поворота: 2600 Kts.

Водоизмещение: 110231.131 Pounds Чистый вес: 76 Pounds

Вместимость воды: 450 Gallons Вместимость сточного бака: 800 Gallons

Объем топливного бака: 4000 Gallons

Скорость, вместимость и масса

Всего кают: 5 Спальные места: 16

Всего ком. состава: 5 Каюты экипажа: 1

Спальных мест экипажа: 6 Комм. состав экипажа: 1

Размещение

Материал корпуса: Composite Материал палубы: Composite

Комплектация корпуса: Катамаран Дизайнер корпуса: Kelsall / AMC

Корпус и палуба

Двигатели: 2 Производитель: Cummins

Модель: 6CTA 8.5 MZ Тип двигателя: Inboard

Тип топлива: Diesel

Информация о двигателе
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ПОДРОБНОЕ ОПИСАНИЕ

General Overview

Built by New Zealand skilled craftsmen, "Bonefish" is an extremely strong, fuel efficient vessel
constructed to very high structural standards of Det Norske Veritas Rules for High Speed and
Light Craft Classification 1A1 HSLC RO YACHT. Complete structural engineering was
accomplished by High Modulus New Zealand Ltd., a world-recognized leader in composite
design. Even a cursory inspection reveals not only meticulous attention to detail, but that of a
vessel readily adaptable to a variety of purposes, from private exploratory cruising to commercial
operations.

The broad 36' beam provides interior accommodations equal to a 120' monohull, but even
greater deck space than typical vessels of that length. The wide beam also provides steady
comfort at sea without need of stabilizers, as well as excellent handling characteristics due to the
8.5 meter separation between engine centers of thrust. Four deck levels, three cockpits and twin
boarding platforms all contribute to a sense of spaciousness as well as to beautifully
proportioned lines. 3-16-2015 - NEW BOTTOM PAINT JUST COMPLETED

CANNOT BE OFFERED FOR SALE TO US RESIDENTS WHILE IN US WATERS

Vessel Walkthrough

Entry is gained via port and starboard boarding platforms leading through sliding transom doors
to the main (lower aft) entry deck. Entry access is enclosed on three sides and further protected
by an elevator holding one 16' tender aft of the transom. Launching the tender frees up the
elevator for use as a diving or fishing deck while at anchor. Swim steps are incorporated into aft
extensions of both boarding platforms.

Lower Aft Deck

The first impression upon entering the lower deck is that of a large secure space perfect for
outdoor entertainment, having ample room for BBQ, dining, lounging, fishing or sundry other
activities. To go inside, one proceeds through double glass entry doors which are enhanced by a
decorative column feature that replicates larger transom columns supporting overhead structure.
Portside is a fully functional powder room with toilet and shower. Additional open showers are
conveniently recessed into coaming just outside the transom doors, and nearby are racks to dry
fishing boots or land wear. Two weather-tight doors allow protected access into sound insulated
engine rooms outboard.

Salon
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Proceeding through the double entry doors into the salon, one's attention is simultaneously taken
by a graceful spiral staircase reaching to the upper levels, and by a huge 16' L-shaped settee
backed by large windows outboard and aft. Looking forward one sees an over-sized bulkhead
passageway opening into the dining room and visible beyond is another series of large windows
athwart-ships. Immediately off the entry foyer to port is an angled door leading into the master
stateroom. Wall coverings throughout are textured vinyl in neutral ivory beige color contrasted
with teak trim and dark mahogany safety handrails on the wall and ceiling. The ceiling pattern is
a unique combination of white marine padded vinyl, mahogany battons, beige micro-suede
inserts and both indirect and recessed lighting. Floor treatment throughout is beveled-edge cork
tile custom stained to complement the neutral decor and sealed with several coats of clear semi-
gloss polyurethane finish. Ample wall space is available for artwork and/or entertainment
preferences.The prevailing ambiance is open plan with abundant natural light and ventilation,
one that is readily amenable to a future owner's personal imprint.

Dining Room

Occupying the forward center of the main deck, the dining room is separated from the galley by
an attractive island bar in solid mahogany and padded vinyl. Seating for 10 or more is provided in
solid teak chairs surrounding a custom mahogany table, with generous access for all to adjacent
buffet counters. Large windows provide nearly a panoramic view forward, supplemented by
outboard windows on both sides. Again the ambiance is dominated by earth tones and natural
light, creating a comfortable open air atmosphere.

Galley

The all electric Galley is to port on the main deck, semi-open to the dining area and features a
built-in dinette with seating for 3 or 4. The twenty-four (24) linear feet of available counter space
is basically L-shaped, with the island bar off one side of the "L". Counter tops are hard wearing
laminates trimmed in teak fiddles incorporating safety hand holds. Equipment is logically
arranged for efficient food preparation. Large opening windows outboard and forward provide
excellent natural light and ventilation. Appliances are stainless with black accents. The glass-
ceramic top Maytag range has two (2) ovens below and a microwave above. A separate
Toastmaster convection oven is located above the Maytag dishwasher. A GE Profile refrigerator
has side by side doors above a pull-out freezer drawer below. A separate freezer is built into the
island bar, which has a hinged top for access.

Galley Equipment

Glass top Maytag range, double oven
Maytag microwave
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Maytag dishwasher
Toastmaster convection oven
GE Profile refrigerator
GE freezer (2)
Breville coffeemaker
Bella Cucina breadmaker
Toastmaster toaster
Black & Decker coffee grinder
Cuisinart food processor

Master Cabin

Entrance to the master cabin is through a door set 45 degrees into the entry foyer. Centered
inside is a queen-size bed, bracketed by two (2) nightstands, oriented fore and aft with storage
drawers underneath. Inboard is a double wardrobe. Outboard and down a few steps is a large
dressing area with toilet and shower compartment. Large opening port lights and recessed
lighting illuminate a long bank of cabinets and drawers. Completing this arrangement on the
main deck is a built in settee. Above the dressing area and inboard is an easy chair and glass top
table. Outboard above the dressing area are four (4) large opening windows with privacy blinds.
Aft is a doorway leading into powder room which is also accessible from the deck. Another large
opening window facing aft provides additional natural light and good cross ventilation.

Double Cabin

An angled door off the dining room opens into a double berth cabin which can be used as either
a guest or crew cabin. The berth is oriented fore and aft outboard alongside opening windows
with privacy blinds. Inboard next to the berth is a storage cabinet with drawers below and shelves
above. Forward of the berth are a few steps leading down into the dressing area, with wardrobe,
drawers, cabinets, and a corner desk. Aft of the dressing area is the toilet and shower
compartment. Three large opening port lights bring light and ventilation into the whole area. A
second door leading aft from the toilet compartment leads directly into the generator room. The
generator room has alternate access through the adjacent engine room if this cabin were used for
guests instead of crew,

Port & Starboard Guest Cabins

Port and starboard guest cabins are mirror images of one another. The port guest cabin is
accessed from a curving staircase leading down from the galley, the starboard cabin from the
dining room. A short companionway connects to the guest cabins which feature fore and aft
double berths recessed in the forward hulls. Immediately aft and inboard are two single berths
situated on the bridge deck a half level above the cabin sole. Two outboard port lights, one
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inboard hatch and one large overhead hatch provide natural ventilation and relieve any feeling of
being closed in. Storage for bags and gear is provided under the double berths.

Port & Starboard Guest Heads

Separate toilets and showers are located off both companionways accessing the forward cabins.
The toilets are ventilated by port lights and the showers by hatches in the overhead. Cabinets
provide a dry place for towels and clothes when taking a shower.

Port Mid Cabin

Aft of the port shower compartment is a small mid cabin with one fixed bunk athwartship and one
pull down berth fore and aft. This cabin has two (2) port lights above a bank of outboard cabinets
and a small writing desk inboard below the pull down berth. A privacy curtain closes off access
from the companionway.

Pilothouse

The helm station is one level above the salon and is accessed by a spiral staircase off the entry
foyer. The atmosphere is businesslike and dominated by an attractive, well organized console in
rich teak spanning the forward bulkhead. Three sides are enclosed by large windows allowing
excellent visibility. Three sliding doors open to wing decks port & starboard and to the mid aft
cockpit. The room is quite spacious (15 x 15 ft) and in addition to the teak console is furnished
with a desk, a table, one bench seat, four cabinets and one bookcase also in teak. One
upholstered settee and four upholstered chairs complete the furnishings.

Helm Equipment

Port

Systems monitor panel
17 alarm functions
Aux hydraulic pump sw.
Aux steering pump sw.
DC monitor / ckt. Bkrs.
General alarm button
Panel lighting dimmers
P&S engine gauges
Exhaust temperature alarms
P&S pyrometers
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Morse remote controls
Hand held spotlight
Handheld VHF's - (5) Standard Horizon HX850S

Center

Standard Horizon chartplotter
P&S depth sounder selector sw.
Port chain counter / anchor control
Port prop pitch controls
Port Flowscan meter
Port fuel level indicator
Magnetic compass
Engine alarm lights
Simrad IS20 Rudder Angle indicator
Simrad AP28 autopilot
P&S engine start switches
Engine alarm on/off switch
Simrad NX-45 radar display
Starboard fuel level indicator
Starboard Flowscan meter
Starboard prop pitch control
Starboard chain counter / anchor control
Guest spot / flood light control
Simrad joystick
Morse throttle controls
Icom HF speaker

Starboard

Standard Horizon Matrix GX30005 VHF with loud hailer and fog horn
Icom M802 HF radio
Davis Pro II weather station
Exalto wiper controls
Dell flat screen monitor
Dell computer
Dell keyboard / mouse
Pactor II USB modem
Simrad WR20 remote A/P
Logitech speakers
HP Lazerjet P1006 printer
Iridium 9555 satellite phone

Mid Cockpit Quarters
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Proceeding from the pilothouse aft leads to the middle cockpit and adjoining crew quarters. To
port is a toilet compartment complete with sink and pull out shower. Inboard is the spiral stairwell
leading to the flying bridge above. Further aft is the laundry area equipped with heavy duty
Maytag washer and dryer. Another few feet beyond is the middle open cockpit and a small crew
cabin which has two (2) single berths inside. The somewhat isolated cockpit atmosphere
provides a quiet place for crew to relax apart from other activities that may be going on elsewhere
on board.

Flybridge & Upper Cockpit

The flying bridge is equipped to operate as a second helm station with unrestricted visibility. The
portable Morse throttle controls plus the Simrad WR20 remote autopilot provide flexible capability
to drive the boat even while looking aft from the upper aft cockpit. A removable Standard Horizon
CPV350 chartplotter has an integral VHF with all functions as the main helm, including PA,
foghorn, and digital selective calling. The flybridge cockpit can easily seat half a dozen guests
with room to spare.

Foredecks & Side Decks

The huge foredeck area is two or three times that available on a typical 80' mono-hull, and is a
great place for sunbathing and lounging. The decks are painted in a pleasing light gray
polyurethane with non-skid additives. A center nacelle encloses two 180lb Manson CQR
anchors housed in stainless steel chutes complete with horizontal rollers and chain lockers.
Handheld push button controls operate the hydraulic-powered windlasses which are mounted
out of sight inside the chain lockers. A deck handheld windlass control allows one person to
retrieve the anchor while the captain concentrates on driving the boat. One hydraulic-powered
capstan is centrally located on the main foredeck and can be controlled either by hand or foot-
operated push buttons. A tie-off bollard is located nearby. A complete 24' Offshore Para Anchor
system is stored in the starboard chain compartment along with bridle and anti-chafe straps.
Stainless steel bridle attachment fittings are located on the inside bows and nacelle stainless
fittings aid in retrieving a deployed Para Anchor. 

 

The middle foredeck is a few steps aft and one meter above the main foredeck and mounts (2)
12-man RFD Solas approved liferafts in fiberglass flatpacks. On the starboard side mid-level
decks are  two flats cat GRP tender boats and a 1000kg hydraulic-powered davit crane. On the
portside is one 18' GRP tri-hull tender and a second 1000kg davit crane. Both cranes are
operated by handheld push button controls. A "Portuguese" coaming connects outboard from the
tender boat support structure and curves around to the foredeck to provide secure access from
the pilothouse. P&S boat support structures have built-in fishing rod lockers which are accessible
from the main side decks.
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After Decks

The boarding decks have opening gates on three (3) sides that allow several options for both
dockside boarding as well as boarding and loading the tender boats. Two large deck hatches on
each hull allow access to rudders, ground tackle, and additional storage. The aft compartments
each have float sensors which alert the helm to water ingress. The aftermost compartments are
also fitted with automatic bilge pumps. A 60lb Manson Supreme anchor is stored in the aftermost
starboard compartment together with chain and rode. One hydraulic powered capstan operated
by a footswitch is fitted on each aftdeck. One GE freezer is located in the starboard after deck
compartment.

Engine Rooms

The engine rooms are accessed from the lower cockpit via weather-tight doors and stairwells
with full headroom. The aluminium steps are hinged to swing up and out of the way when below,
allowing better access around the engines. The port engine room contains the primary hydraulic
pump and the hot water cylinder. Hot water is produced by both heat engine heat exchanger and
electric heating elements. A tempering valve mixes the heated water to regulate temperature and
avoid potential scalding. Redundant 1-inch fuel polishing / transfer systems in both engine rooms
provide rapid fuel cleaning and transfer capability from any selected fuel tank and discharge into
any fuel tank, including cross-hull. Both the polishing filters and the double primary engine fuel
filters have electronic contamination sensors enabling constant monitoring and early warning to
the helm. In line vacuum gauges in the engine rooms also monitor fuel filter condition. Redundant
175 amp 24v alternators are installed on both engines to charge the house batteries. Engine start
batteries are supplied independently by 12v alternators. Both engines have 1.5 inch belt driven
Jabsco fire pumps with cam lock fire hose connectors. These pumps also act as high capacity
emergency bilge pumps to supplement the 24 volt automatic bilge pumps in the event of an
emergency. Bilge water levels are monitored and alarms activated at the helm if a problem
arises. Both engine rooms have duplicate engine gauges and local control for start / stop. Fixed
HFC-227 Fireboy extinguishing systems with automatic & manual discharge and remote alarms
are in a place as well as hand held extinguishers. Acustop sound insulation ensures a quiet ship.
Lighting is by 24v halogen watertight fixtures.

 

The startup date for the 1998 Cummins engines was 2009.

Generator & Shop

The shop is accessed from either the starboard engine room or from the double cabin off the
dining room. Two (2) Westerbeke 10kw 120/240v 60hz gensets are enclosed in a sound
insulated box that doubles as a work bench with a large vice at one end. Overhead there are built
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in tool cabinets stocked with tools required for on board maintenance. Outboard are the primary
electric distribution panel, a 5kw Mastervolt inverter, a 100 amp Mastervolt charger, a 24/12 volt
Mastervolt converter and the house battery bank, which is composed of 3 banks of 4 each 6 volt
deep cycle lead acid batteries. Two additional 6 volt batteries form a 12 volt bank for electronics.
Above the battery banks are cabinets for additional tools, spare parts and firefighting gear.
Inboard forward are the Marine Air chilled water modules and the Spectra 1000 watermaker

Electrical

The electrical system is designed to comply with ABYC guidelines and is compatible with either
50hz or 60 hz shore input. Shore power from either port or starboard connections is fed into the
boat through a galvanic isolation transformer located in the starboard engine room. One lug
inside the transformer requires changeover to go from 50 hz to 60 hz input. The Mastervolt
charger will convert either 50 or 60 hz, 230 or 240v into 24 volt battery power. The inverter
provides constant output in 110v 60hz regardless of the charging source input to the batteries.
Engineered for total redundancy, the battery power source and be either 50 or 60 hz shore
supply, either of the two gensets or either of the 175 amp auxiliary alternators on the engines.
The air conditioning system will run on either 50 hz 230 v or 60hz 240v. AC electric control
panels located off the dining room are divided into two busses, one for air conditioning and one
for all other circuits. Either buss can be fed by one generator or by shorepower. The inverter
feeds only 110v circuits. Wall outlets have two wiring circuits with receptacles for European 230v
50 appliances as well as American receptacles for 110v 60hz appliances. Four BEP multimeter
monitors continuously display volts, amps, or hertz from the four possible AC supply sources.
The DC panel is separate and has a Mastervolt battery monitor that continuously displays battery
state, with alarms for low voltage and overcharge conditions. Cables are Lloyd's certified marine
wire and are marked at both ends with alphanumeric codes. Drawings and cable schedules are
on file showing as-built circuitry. The Operation Manual and Training Handbook will assist in
management of this fundamentally safe system.

Freshwater System

The high capacity (1000 gal/day) Spectra watermaker will produce sufficient freshwater in only a
few hours run time for typical daily use. It has an automatic flush cycle, Z-Brane filter protection,
and a remote digital controller that advises when service is needed. Two stainless steel water
storage tanks are provided; one is normally dedicated for daily use and one for reserve. Two X-
Calibur XRS-124 pressure pumps provide system redundancy. The pumps run in parallel and
can pick up from either tank. They are programmed to run sequentially so the 2nd pump comes
on line when the demand exceeds single pump capacity. The run sequence can be reversed to
prolong pump life. Water from shore passes through 3 Big Blue 10-inch filters before going into
the storage tanks. A fourth Big Blue .5 micron cyst filter is installed upstream of the galley single
sink. Primary water distribution is 1-inch PVC pipe; secondary is John Guest 20mm. Hot water
lines are insulated.
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Sanitation System

The following comprise the sanitary system:

(6) Sealand 1000 series Vacuflush toilets
(5) Sealand vacuum generators
(2) stainless holding tanks, 200 gallons each
(2) Tankmaster4 pump controllers
(2) Sealand 24v discharge pumps
(2) Dometic tank monitors with alarms
(2) deck discharge ports
(2) overboard discharge ports
(2) inline Sealand odor filtered vents
(6) "Do Not Flush" warning panels

The Sealand vacuum system is similar to that found on commercial airlines, uses little water and
is low maintenance. The upper head and the lower cockpit head share one vacuum generator; all
others have individual generators. The vacuum generators are mounted on top of the holding
tanks. The tank monitors and pump controls are located above the main DC electric panel. In
restricted waters, the Tankmaster4 controllers are set to locked off position to prevent accidental
overboard discharge. "Do Not Flush" panels in each toilet warn when the vacuum is too low to
safely flush.

Grey Water System

The following comprise the grey water system:

(2) GRP holding tanks approx 200 gallons each
(2) Tankmaster4 pump controllers
(2) Sealand 24v discharge pumps
(2) Dometic tank monitors with alarms
(2) deck discharge ports
(2) overboard discharge ports
(2) inline Sealand odor filtered vents

The tank monitors and pump controllers are located adjacent to the black water controls above
the DC electric panel. In unrestricted waters, the controllers are set to automatically discharge
when the tanks reach 3/4 full and shut off automatically when empty. The system is low
maintenance.

Air Conditioning & Ventilation

One advantage of composite GRP construction is the utilization of closed cell foam in the
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sandwich construction. The R-factors depend on panel thickness but are better than wood of
similar thickness, and incomparably  better than either aluminum or steel. Natural cooling has
been maximized by use of roof overhangs above windows, by large port lights in the hull
topsides; by hatches in the lower cabins, by opening custom windows throughout the main deck
and by sliding doors in the pilothouse and upper crew cabin. Except in very hot climates, air
conditioning is seldom required. However, all accommodations except the upper crew cabin are
equipped with individual temperature controls and air handlers. The system is designed to cool
two zones: general accommodations in day time and sleeping accommodations at night, but not
both at the same time. The chillers come on line sequentially as temperature rises or more air
handlers are brought on line and automatically shut themselves off when room temperatures fall.
The chillers are reverse cycle and provide heating in the winter season as well. One genset will
handle the efficient system.

Hydraulics

The major components of the hydraulic system are:

(1) stainless reservoir tank - 240 liters
(1) main pump mounted on port engines
(1) auxiliary pump mounted on #1 genset
(1) transom elevator
(2) davit cranes
(2) anchor windlasses
(3) capstans; 1 foredeck, 2 afterdecks
(1) programmable logic controller
(2) engine mounted steering pumps
(2) rudder hydraulic rams

Redundancy is an integral feature of the system design as evidenced by both duplicate steering
pumps, and by duplicate (primary & auxiliary) main pumps. The steering pumps function
automatically, with the exception of starboard single engine operation, which requires activation
by a control switch at the helm. Normal anchor or capstan operation is preceded by engaging the
primary port engine pump, with auxiliary pump available as backup. The transom elevator also
normally uses the primary pump. The davit cranes are operated by the auxiliary pump with the
primary pump providing backup. Changeover from primary to auxiliary pump is a matter of
switching one valve located in the starboard engine room. The PLC (programmable logic
controller) energizes appropriate manifold solenoid valves as pushbutton controls call for various
actions. System operations and flow diagrams are covered in the Operations Manual & Training
Handbook.

Steering

Custom built stainless hydraulic rams that actuate balanced rudders are located in the aftermost
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hull sections and are hydraulically linked by crossover lines running through the transom.
Autopilot steering uses only the port engine steering pump with a 10 second hardover to
hardover rate. Joystick operation uses both engine steering pumps to achieve a 5 second
hardover to hardover rate. Either joystick or autopilot can function on  a single engine pump, with
flow rate restricted to 10 second hardover time. Rudder indicators at both helm and flybridge
provide clear display of rudder angle. Periodic rudder realignment can be achieved remotely by
moving rudders to starboard stops and pressing a circuit breaker marked "align rudder". Due to
the wide distance between props, Bonefish can be steered quite well by engine power alone,
with rudders centered. In the unlikely event both engines are simultaneously disabled, the
auxiliary genset pump will provide emergency steering as well.

Anchors & Ground Tackle

Two 180 lb Manson CQR anchors are stored on rollers in the center nacelle with an all chain
rode of 250 ft high test 1/2 inch chain for each anchor. Either anchor can be deployed from either
helm or foredeck positions. Bronze chainlocks secure the anchors when stored or when
deployed. Chain counters display length in meters as it passes through the windlass. In heavy
weather conditions, a 1 inch nylon bridle transfers anchor load from the windlass to heavy
stainless steel pins located on the forward bows. One 60 lb Manson Supreme anchor with a
chain and rope combination rode is stored in the starboard aft deck locker. A backup nylon bridle
and spare rode are stored in the port aft deck locker.

Variable Pitch Propellers

The streamlined semi-displacement hulls produce low drag and are easily propelled by relatively
low horsepower compared to other vessels of comparable size. Hundestad controllable pitch 4-
blade props provide the helmsman  with the capability to optimize propeller pitch to match any
desired power setting, resulting in a more efficient fuel burn. Pitch control is exercised through
heavy duty electrically actuated Hudestadt gear that move fore and aft a second shaft inside the
main drive shafts. Push button controls and pitch display meters are located at the main helm. It
is not necessary to change pitch when shifting into reverse, as the engines are equipped with
conventional ZF transmission gear as well. The props are counter rotating. The efficiency of this
system results in fuel consumption rates that surpass typical monohull consumption rates by a
factor of 300 - 500% when comparing vessels of equivalent accommodations and speed.

Tender Boats

Four GRP tenders ranging in size from 15 to 18 feet are carried on deck. The two larger tenders
are tri-hull configuration; the smaller two are catamarans. All are high-tech foam composite
construction and have sufficient internal flotation to remain afloat even if swamped or inverted.
Three are powered by 30hp Tohatsu 4-stroke outboards and one by a 36hp Yanmar diesel
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outboard. All have flush foredecks, walk around side decks and center consoles. Three have
consoles which fold down when stored. The smaller flats cats also have fold down windscreens.
All are equipped with anchors and life jackets. The diesel-powered tri-hull is also equipped with
a Standard Horizon CPV350 chartplotter / sounder / VHF package. The other three tenders have
hand held Standard Horizon HX850S VHF radios with internal GPS and DSC capability.

Berths

BONEFISH sleeps 16 in cabins and has an additional single pilot berth in the helm. The total
number of berths including the helm pilot berth is 13, with 12 berths in cabins consisting of 4
double berths and 8 single berths.

She can sleep a total of 17 in berths, the plan being for the pilot berth to be available at the helm
when operating under a two man watch. The layout has the flexibility to designate certain cabins
to be either crew or guest. Depending on owner preference or mission requirements, crew could
be assigned either 2, 4, or 6 berths in cabins separate from remaining guest accommodations.

Safety

Two watertight crash bulkheads are built into the hulls forward of accommodation areas. Further
aft, the hull sections below the forward cabins are also subdivided into watertight compartments.
By virtue of its composite construction, Bonefish would remain afloat even if holed or inverted,
due to approximately 25 tonnes of positive displacement provided in the internal closed cell foam
between the laminates. All accommodation areas have two or more alternative exits in case of
emergency.

 

The following safety features are provided:

Redundant communication capability via VHF, SSB and satellite phone
Emergency / backup antenna for all the above communication equipment
(5) waterproof handheld VHF radios
Redundant navigation via three chartplotters with independent GPS antennas
Redundant anchors and ground tackle
(1) 24-foot parachute anchor
Man overboard features on each chartplotter
(3) life buoy rings, one with light & one with rope
(1) fixed radar reflector
A comprehensive offshore medical kit
(2) 12-man RFD Solar approved life rafts in deck canisters
(21) RDF approved adult and (5) child lifejackets
(1) tender boat equipped with rescue gear
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(2) fixed fire suppression systems with alarms and auto/manual control
(4) smoke alarms in engine rooms, shop and galley
(1) crash alarm
(25) specific alarm indicators at the helm including bilge, fire and anchor watch
(9) portable fire extinguishers
Gas detector and auto shutdown at BBQ
(8) electric bilge pumps
(2) engine driven bilge / fire pumps
(1) auxiliary gas powered bilge / fire pump
(1) fire blanket in galley
Fire fighting helmet, breathing device, gloves and axe
(1) lifesling
(1) EPIRB
(1) SART
(1) line throwing device
Flares, signals and thermal protective aids to ISM code standards
Fire Plans, Safety & Training Manual and Mini-ISM Safety Management Manual

Classification & Regulatory Compliance

The vessel is designed, constructed and tested to class 1A1 HSLC RO YACHT structural
standards of Det Norske Veritas and electrical & mechanical standards of American Bureau of
Yacht Standards. It is registered and maintained as a private yacht under Marshall Islands
Maritime Regulations which are recognized both by US and worldwide maritime authorities.
Structural laminate testing was done by High Modulus New Zealand Ltd. and the Auckland
University Mechanical Testing Laboratory to confirm compliance with design requirements and
DNV regulations. Pressure testing of the custom windows was done by the window supplier
under DNV supervision and approval. Survey to Fitness is by the International Yacht Bureau.

Comments

BONEFISH is truly a custom yacht. Her owner refined and improved the basic design over a 10
year period as construction progressed. The result is certainly one of the best thought out and
well engineered yachts in her size range. The wide beam not only provides excellent stability but
also accommodations equal to a 120 foot monohull. The inherent catamaran fuel efficiency is
further augmented by controllable pitch propellers, giving unsurpassed fuel efficiency for a yacht
with such spacious accommodations.

 

BONEFISH recently crossed the Pacific West to East under her own steam where both her
design and fuel efficiency were again tested and confirmed by the forces of nature. The voyage
was made without mishap at 8 to 10 knots average speed against both wind and current while
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averaging better than 1 nautical mile per gallon

Exclusions

While every effort was made to list all pertinent included equipment, personal belongings on
board such as fishing tackle and other gear not specifically mentioned are excluded.

 

Исключения

При продаже яхты исключаются личные вещи владельца.

Отказ от ответственности

Компания предоставляет описание судна или яхты добросовестно, но не может
гарантировать точность этой информации, а также не ручается за техническое
состояние. Покупатель должен проинструктировать своих агентов или оценщиков
исследовать представленную информацию более подробно, по собственному желанию.
Продажа судна или яхты, изменение цены или снятие с продажи будет происходить без
предварительного уведомления.
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ФОТОГРАФИИ

Port Forward Quarter

3-16-2015: New bottom paint just completed!

Starboard Broadside Starboard Forward Quarter

Aft Boarding & Elevator Tender Boats
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Salon
Salon

Galley Galley

Galley Dining Room
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Helm Bookcase Helm Table & Settee

Helm Desk Helm Port Console

Helm Center Console Helm Center Console
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A/C & D/C Electric Monitors & Panels A/C & D/C Electric Monitors & Panels

Dinette Master Cabin

Guest Cabin Single Double Cabin
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Guest Cabin Double Master Dressing Area

(Port) Guest or Crew Cabin Upper Crew Cabin

Flybridge Stairwell

Flybridge Helm
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Middle Cockpit

Aft Deck

Aft Deck
Aft Deck BBQ

Aft Deck BBQ Aft Deck BBQ
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Starboard Engine Room
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КОНТАКТЫ

Андрей Шестаков (Andrey Shestakov) – ведущий яхтенный брокер отдела продаж яхт и
судов компании Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc. Официальный представитель Shestakov Yacht
Sales Inc. для русскоговорящих клиентов в центральном офисе компании в Майами/Форт
Лодердейл/Флорида/США.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com

Контактная информация

Телефоны

Краснодарский край: +7(918)465-66-44

США, Майами, Флорида: +1(954)274-4435

Понедельник – Суббота: 9:00 - 21:00
EDT

Воскресенье: Закрыто

Время работы

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Адрес
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